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New York Times Sunday Edition Honors Thesis 
January 3, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “Russian hacking far exceeds initial fears” by David E. Sanger, Nicole Perlroth, 
and Julian E. Barnes 
o “Ferrying the infected in California” by Gabriella Angotti-Jones 
o “Stimulus Puts deficit hawks in lonely spot” by Jeanna Smailer and Catie 
Edmondson 
o “Covid’s hardships fray struggling communities” by Campbell Robertson 
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “In Georgia race, raising uncomfortable truths” by Shaila Dewan and Mike Baker 
o “Afghans living in fear as more become targets” by Fahim Abed and Thomas 
Gibbons-Neff 
“Loss of smell haunts many after recovery” by Roi Caryn Rabin 
 
 
1. Story by Bruce Schoenfeld on bringing back college football during the pandemic; the 
photo features cutouts of fans in the stands due to covid guidelines restricting them from 
physically being in the stadium. 
2. Illustration by Evan M. Cohen on having a strategy for the new year: manageable goals 
that are slow and steady instead of big ambitions. 
3. 2020 seemed to be an endless period of events that are “once-in-a-generation” leaving the 
term to feel more ironic than anything by the time December 31 rolled around. 
4. Illustration showing the idea of breaking a list of big new resolutions into smaller, more 
manageable objectives. 
5. A progression of headlines during the 2020 presidential race, detailing historic and big 
moments leading up to the results in early November. 
6. In the 1550s John Sheppard created a choral work that still relates to people in this 
pandemic. A quote from the article pasted with the work states, “it does encapsulate 
almost the whole scope of human emotion.” Which I believe is an accurate statement to 
relate with the current pandemic, and I’m sure, the pandemic during the 1550s. 
7. The Georgia run-off race takes place on Tuesday January 5, and the four candidates are 
taking the last few days to make sure their messages are heard. This race decides which 
party has majority control of the Senate, so a lot is at stake for each candidate. The 
spotlight is on these people now more than ever, resulting in opinions, stories, and truths 
that may be uncomfortable for audiences to hear. 
8. The New York Times sent out a question to its readers: “What are you most looking 
forward to after the pandemic ends?” answers were accompanied with illustrations, 
stating things such as giving hugs, public displays of affection, dancing with students 
through bookcases, and just walking through crowded city streets. 
9. Manufacturers have taken a hit with processing goods during the pandemic, leading to 
shipping delays which has caused an almost constant shortage of essential goods.  
10. I think most people would join me in saying that 2020 was a year of constant hardships 
and struggles, whether it be mental/physical health, education, finances, or relationships. 
11. Through zoom calls or corporate emails, a couple of phrases have become a part of daily 
life due to the pandemic. 
12. Illustration showing that women and especially BIPOC women still face more challenges 
to be successful compared to their male counterparts. 
13. The U.K. voted to end the tax on menstrual products, officially declaring that menstrual 
products are essential to the health of those who have periods and are no longer 
considered a luxury item. The U.K. is now one of the few countries that do not have a tax 
on these products. 
14.  Video footage shows Minnesota police killing a black man, not far away from where 
George Floyd was killed. The wrongful death of George Floyd at the end of May sparked 
international protests and brought even more light to how police departments in the U.S. 
are managed. 
15. With approval of distribution for two covid vaccines, many Americans are confused on 
whether they qualify to be vaccinated and if they should receive it before others. 
16. Electronic notifications throughout the year from the New York Times, showing big and 
small moments that happened throughout 2020. 
 
In a sort of odd way, the coming of 2021 feels like a historic moment. As one of the titles in 
this collage, 2020 was personally a relentless year for me. It literally took until the end of 
December for things to settle in my life and finally feel alright again. Reading through this issue 
felt cathartic; so many writers had relatable articles, and it helped remind me how resilient many 
of us have been during the pandemic. Although many things in this entry look back on many 
hard events that happened, it felt like there was a hopeful context. With vaccines rolling out there 
is a larger spark of positivity and I think that is a good sign for how 2021 will go. There was an 
interesting article about New Year’s resolutions; people have traditionally set ambitious goals 
such as traveling the world or running a marathon, but the coronavirus quickly nixed those 
dreams. This year, there is a more cautious mindset of setting small goals that slowly mount to 






January 10, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “America on edge as house weighs 2nd impeachment” 
o “Push for prosecution after Trump’s term” by Reid J. Epstein and Lisa 
Lerer 
o “Polarizing Action vs. needed guardrail” by Peter Baker 
o “Silencing a president, big tech shows where power now lies” by Kevin 
Roose 
o “Battle cry of a disparate mob: ‘our president wants us here’ by Dan 
Barry, Mike McIntire, and Matthew Rosenberg 
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “’New York moment’ in Southern California as virus cases surge” by 
Manny Fernandez, Thomas Fuller, and Mitch Smith 
o “Under pressure, states rush to expand access to vaccines” by Abby 
Goodnough  
 
1. An article from the week’s magazine by Sam Anderson touches on the last two Black 
Rhinos in the world and how they are being cared for.  
2. Written by Matthew Fulterman, he looks into one of the biggest questions posed by 
athletes of all levels: is it safe to play any sports during the pandemic? 
3. An illustration by Evan M. Cohen showing the slow and steady method of growing that 
many people are working on in 2021. 
4. Mujib Marshal and Karan Deep Singh report on the policy changes in India that could 
cause farmers to lose private ownership of their land. 
5. The Georgia Senate Runoff election took place on January 5th, and the two seats were 
won by Raphael Warnock and Jon Ossoff, who are both democrats. The results now have 
the Senate evenly split between republicans and democrats. 
6. Illustrations by Brook Barker show the rising popularity of little libraries that have 
erected due to the pandemic, and how they create human connection that has been scarce. 
7. Pictures and multiple articles show the horrors that took place on January 6th at the U.S. 
Capitol after a mob of Trump rally attendants broke into the building. 
 
This decade has just started, but the insurrection is an event that will define the 2020s. I 
watched this happen live, and I was so stunned I didn’t even know what to think. I was not 
surprised that this week’s issue was almost entirely about what happened on January 6. I am 
thankful that there was enough time for writers to gather information and photographs. It helped 
me and hopefully other readers fully understand how these people were able to get into the 
capitol, how close the mob was to the senators, and the plans the rioters had. Before I dug into 
this week’s issue, I was curious to see what would be covered besides the riot. I was not 
surprised that the international section was the same, but the section I did not know what to 
expect from was the New York Times Magazine. Reading through its contents I noticed the 
featured stories were just as important as headline news, but it does not necessarily fall under the 
classic definition of “newsworthiness.” Most news media today is notorious for shock, and 
immediacy, but these magazine features avoid that. It was refreshing to read these stories 
because they were informative without trying to be the first to give me breaking news or grab my 
attention with a sensationalistic headline. 
 
January 17, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “As Trump falls, a party braces for pitchforks” by Alexander Burns and 
Johnathan Martin 
o “Biden sets up 10-day sprint on big issues” by Micheal D. Shear and Peter Baker 
o “Before capitol riot, thousands made small donations online” by David D. 
Kirkpatrick, Mike McIntire, and Christiaan Triebert 
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “Parents fret as screen time stretches to months” by Matt Richtel 
o “Assault spawns new rally cry for extremists” by Neil Macfarquhar, Jack Healy, 
and Serge F. Kovaleski 





1. “The Last Handoff” by Mattathias Shwarts gives a detailed timeline starting at the 
beginning of Trump’s presidency, ending with the insurrection on January 6th. 
2. Giacomo Gambinori created an illustration of a city street, where the windows of an 
apartment building show a seemingly monotonous routine, while the outside of the street 
is lively and interactive.  
3.  Due to Trump’s response to the insurrection and the event itself, many politicians are 
calling for the impeachment of Trump, and many are wondering if Mitch McConnell will 
vote to impeach too. 
4. Leanne Shapton and Teddy Blanks illustrate books with witty covers titled after DIY 
activities many people took up during the pandemic. 
5. Monday January, 11 marked Martin Luther King Jr. day. Many count the holiday as one 
of service in order to honor MLK’s commitment to creating better communities. 
6. An illustration by Evan M. Cohen showing the slow and steady method of growing that 
many people are working on in 2021. 
7. A piece on how daydreaming can actually be beneficial for mental health, especially 
during a time when people are confined to their homes. 
8. Since the results of the Presidential election in November, Joe Biden has created a task 
force and has been committed to creating plans to tackle the biggest current issues in the 
country right as he enters office. 
9. Vice President-elect Kamala Harris is the first Woman to hold this position, and she also 
happens to be of Indian and Black heritage. The article by Jessica Bennett shows how she 
and her family are breaking the barriers in America. 
10. Many people have noticed similarities between the end of both Trump and Nixon’s 
presidency.  
11. In a story by Luca Powell, Filipino nurses in New York describe the hardship they are 
tasked with while taking care of covid patients. 
12. Written by Keith Bradsher and Vivian Wang, Hong Kong citizens have been fighting 
long and hard against Chinese policies that limit their freedom, and now the grips are 
starting to tighten as the Chinese government creates allies. 
13. The amount of TikTok users has grown exponentially during the pandemic, and it has 
become an opportunity for professionals to reach wide audiences. Therapists have noticed 
many younger users are interacting with their videos, and it has caused an influx of 
patients in their offices. Article by Dani Blum 
14. A feature by Sonia Shah writes on innovations in GPS have allowed animal scientists to 
track mass migrations of different species, and how climate change has affected 
migration patterns. 
 
I was not surprised to find there was a large focus on Trump and the upcoming inauguration 
of Biden in this week’s issue. It seems like half of this content was speculation about how things 
will proceed for Trump and in-depth analyses of the insurrection of the capitol. An article from 
the magazine titled “The Last Handoff” was probably my favorite read of all the writings from 
this week. It begins with the last day of former President Obama’s last day in office, showing 
Trump around the White House. Then it goes through Trump’s term that shows small things that 
created the progression of extreme right-wing groups, and how it eventually led to the 
insurrection on January 6th. I think this is such an important article because after the riots so 
many people on social media and news outlets were surprised that it happened. After taking a 
look into the past four years, it really is not that unbelievable.   
 
January 24, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “Shouting, smashed glass, a lunge, then a gunshot: a lone capitol officer’s deadly 
decision as lawmakers scrambled to safety” by Adam Goldman and Shaila Dewan 
o “Navalny protests spread across Russia” by Sergey Ponomarev 
o “Virus ravages cramped homes in Los Angeles” by Tim Arango 
o “Biden targeting racial inequity in early efforts” by Jim Tankersley and Michael 
D. Shear 
o “Student suicides push Las Vegas schools to open” by Erica L. Green 
o “TV schmoozer who chatted with anyone” by Robert B. McFadden 
 
1. The pandemic has caused a deeper mental health crisis; those who already struggle with 
mental health have found it even harder to achieve mental wellness during isolation. 
2. A story describes the struggle for incoming college students to fund their education 
without scholarships, and how many of those scholarships go to students who come from 
wealthy families that can afford to pay for their child’s studies. 
3. An illustration by Evan M. Cohen showing the slow and steady method of growing that 
many people are working on in 2021. 
4. Sergey Ponomarev reports on the protests arising in Russia after journalist Alexei 
Navalny was poisoned and imprisoning Navalny after he spoke against the Russian 
government. 
5. John Leland explores how the dynamic between Israeli and Palestinian student 
organizations has changed with the rise of social media sites, and how tensions have 
changed along with it. 
6. A book by Kenneth R. Rosen speaks on disciplinary camps and why they are still running 
even though many have committed abuse against the children and teens that are sent 
there. 
7. An illustration by John Broadley tells of the crows who regularly stick around a bridge in 
London, and this past week one of the crows went missing. 
8. Samantha Hunt writes on the importance of lifting up girls while they are young, and the 
incredible potential they show in their young age. 
9. The Great Gatsby is now public domain, which has allowed writers to use the book in 
different ways, such as a novel by Michael Farris Smith that is written in Nick 
Carraway’s perspective. 
10. The presidential inauguration took place on January 20, with many important people in 
attendance. Although masks were required, James Gorman notices many of the men’s 
masks ended up slipping below the nose, and many did not fix the slippage. This causes 
Gorman to ponder if mask slipping is the new manspreading. 
11. An article from this issue’s magazine examines the sort of oddness of seeing people get 
the covid vaccine on television. 
12. This past week legendary talk show host Larry King died, and Robert D. McFadden 
writes on his life.  
13. Frank Augugliaro illustrates President Biden sweeping up Trump’s hair, alluding to 
Biden’s policies that are cleaning up the mess Trump made during his term. 
14. As people have been watching politicians and healthcare workers receive their covid 
vaccines, many are wondering when they will be able to get their doses.  
15. Biden has only been in office for four days, but he has signed stacks of policies in order 
to undo harmful laws that Trump put in place. 
16. Theodore R. Johnson speaks in the magazine about Senator Raphael Warnock, past black 
senators, and how they often face a type of social isolation in Congress due to the low 
number of people of color who serve.  
17. Some policies Biden has signed have been created to put an end to racial discrimination, 
which few presidents have started with at the beginning of their terms. 
18. Biden is the first catholic president to serve since John F. Kennedy. Before Biden arrived 
at the capitol for his inauguration, he attended mass with his family. Although 
Catholicism is notorious for its conservative values, Biden is showing how he can 
practice the separation of church and state.  
19. About 400,000 lanterns line the national mall to commemorate those who have died due 
to complications from covid-19. 
 
This past Wednesday was the inauguration of Joe Biden, and I feel like there is already a 
shift in how political news is reported in this issue. Almost every time in the past four years 
when Trump has been reported in the news, it has usually been a negative or distressing 
situation. So far, news about Biden has been about policies he is planning to introduce and 
the actions he will take to combat covid. That does not mean he is or has been exempt from 
scrutiny though. I have noticed during the presidential election there are people on all areas 
of the political spectrum how have idolized candidates and treated them like celebrities. I 
believe it is so important to remember that our elected officials are far from perfect, and they 
need to be held accountable constantly because they are supposed to serve and represent us. 
 I have not dug too deep into the book review sections because I consider them to be more 
opinion than news, but this week I included two pieces from the section. I had coincidentally 
read an online article about behavior camps for “troubled” teens the week before, because 
one just got shut down in Iowa. I think it is interesting how they are finally starting to get 
attention even though these camps have been running for decades. The other piece I included 
was about how The Great Gatsby has become public domain. Personally, I do not think the 
book written about in the review sounds good, but I am excited to see how other artists use 
the domain. I saw that someone took the book and kept everything the same except Nick has 
mild scoliosis; I think it’s great that people are taking a comedic spin on the story, and I am 
excited to see artistic takes too. 
 
January 31, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “Search for threats on the left as far-right peril brewed” by Katie Benner, Adam 
Goldman, and Zolan Kanno-Youngs 
o “Wall St. chaos brings a rebel back to earth” by Nathaniel Popper, Matt Phillips, 
Kate Kelly, and Tara Siegel Bernard 
o “Vaccine success muffles missteps on treatment” by Carl Zimmer 
o G.O.P. leaders are not in step on party’s path” by Johnathan Martin 
o “After fast start, daunting tasks loom for Biden” by Peter Baker 
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “Attacked by a ‘superspreader’ of online smears” by Kashmir Hill 
 
1. Taylor Lorenz and Mike Isaac write on how Reddit users noticed large investment firms 
were confident in short selling company stock such as GameStop due to their 
performance in the pandemic. These users rebelled by coming together and purchasing 
stock in GameStop and alike companies, which caused its value to skyrocket and the 
investment firms to lose millions. A majority of these users are millennials and gen z, so 
naturally memes were made from the event. 
2.  An article by Peter Baker discusses Biden’s first week and a half in office; Although he 
made rapid policy changes, Biden now faces the large challenges and problems created 
by Trump. 
3. As another polar vortex looms for the central U.S., John Schwartz discusses how climate 
change will continue to deliver increasingly harmful storms. 
4. An illustration by Evan M. Cohen showing the slow and steady method of growing that 
many people are working on in 2021. 
5. A map of the U.S. shows the top climate risks for each region in 2040, as explained by 
Yaryna Serkez 
6. Vivian Wang reports that China has rejected United Kingdom passports to Hong Kong 
citizens, furthering the tensions between the two areas. 
7. Jeff Sommer reports on the Reddit stock-takeover and gives advice to those who made 
high gains on how to keep a level head when dealing with it. 
8. Michael Wines writes on GOP in congress who have introduced 106 bills that would 
limit voting rights. 
9. A feature story in the kid’s special section tells of the fantastic marine life that lives in the 
New York Harbor. 
10. A feature in this week’s magazine by Brooke Jarvis digs into one of the oddest side 
effects of a coronavirus infection: the loss of smell. 
11. Malia Wollan gives advice on how to help out injured manatees. 
12. Congresspeople in the G.O.P are still feeling Trump’s influence over them even though 
he is no longer in office.  
13. Anton Troianovski reports on the ongoing events with Russian journalist Alexei Navalny, 
and how more Russians are beginning to stand up to their government’s injustices. 
14. E. Kristin Anderson tells readers about erasure poetry, and how the exercise can help 
people express their feelings when they can’t find their own words. 
15. Friends and Family members have been coming forward to the F.B.I with information on 
people they know who attended the capitol riot on January 6. 
16. In the kid’s special section, Elise Craig reports that 2,200 teens ages 12-15 have 
participated in the covid vaccine trails. 
 
This week seemed to be less focused on politics, which was nice for me to read through. 
Don’t get me wrong, I am interested in keeping up with what’s happening with our governments, 
but there can only be so many different takes on topics before articles start to feel stale. I 
absolutely loved the feature article on the stock market takeover by reddit users. The featured 
visual is so campy and exaggerated that it suited the younger generations who took part in the 
stock buying. I was not expecting them to use the word “stonks,” but I thought it was funny for 
such a reputable news outlet to use it. I think it is a great way to show readers they understand 
popular terms and trends with younger adults, and they know how to properly use them.  
This week’s issue included a special section that was created specifically for kids. I thought 
this was neat because I remember when I was a kid watching my parents read our local paper and 
wanting to imitate them, but I could never understand what I was reading. The writing in this 
section is informative and professional, but with simple language that is easy to digest for the 
youngest readers. I think this is great because children do not want to be talked down to; they 
like to be treated like a regular person.  
 
February 7, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “Bronx shelters’ boss rose despite claims of abuse” by Amy Julia Harris 
o “U.S. coronavirus cases are down by eclipse spring and summer peaks”  
o “As jobs dry up, renters pack in and fall behind” by Conor Dougherty 
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “Return of militia’s old tactics meets resistance in Myanmar” by Hanna Beech 
o “Flynn is back, selling anger and t-shirts” by Matthew Rosenberg 
o “A Super Bowl sideshow: see the ageless man!” by John Branch 
 
1. Michael Patrick F. Smith interviews people who were former corporate employees 
associated with oil, and how hard it was to admit the hardship oil has caused to the U.S. 
economy and environment. 
2. As the polar vortex begins in parts of the U.S., Amy Waldman discusses depictions of 
winter through paintings over the centuries. 
3. Zoë Schlanger writes on the magic of mushrooms and how they can grow in some of the 
worst environments. 
4. As television producers have found ways to adapt filming to covid restrictions, some 
shows depict storylines with the pandemic. Alexis Soloski discusses whether depictions 
of the pandemic are something that viewers want to see. 
5. At 43 years, Tom Brady is one of the oldest players to still be actively playing in the 
NFL. John Branch talks about Brady’s impressive record as the Super Bowl takes place 
on February 7. 
6.  2021 marks 25 years since the Foo Fighters were established. Lead singer Dave Grohl 
and his bandmates are featured in the issue, discussing their journey together as a band. 
7. Evan Nicole Brown reports on the discovery of YInMn, a new type of blue. 
8. An Illustration by Siah Files pokes fun at Groundhog Day, A holiday that takes place on 
February 2. Although there is no scientific accuracy for the groundhogs’ predications, 
some are more accurate than others.  
9. Many young adults have faced financial hardship during the pandemic, causing them to 
move back into their parent’s house. Although it might not be the ideal situation for each 
family member, parents have found the silver lining of it all. 
10. It’s likely that many people are trying to stay physically active during the pandemic, and 
Kelly Dinardo gives advice on how to exercise outdoors, even during the winter. 
11. Gina Bellafonte reports on how exercise instructors are trying to game the covid vaccine 
system by claiming they are a part of the educators who are eligible to receive the 
vaccine. 
12. A special feature in this week’s issue highlights the role of stay-at-home mothers during 
the pandemic, and how their load of responsibilities has become even heavier. 
13. Sarah Lyall shares how actor Mandy Patinkin and his wife have joined TikTok, and how 
their content displays their thriving marriage. 
14. Kristen Martin writes a touching piece on the role aunts play for children in families. 
 
I absolutely loved this week’s issue. Almost all of the articles were fresh news and did not 
have to do with politics or covid. It was such a nice break, but it all felt like important news. 
There was a great feature on formal oil executives and the almost cult-like atmosphere they used 
to work in. One line written said, “the first step is admitting you have a problem” which I think is 
a great way to describe becoming environmentally conscious. Some of the biggest contributions 
to the climate crisis have been emissions and waste from large corporations, and this has been 
going on for decades despite movements against it. I am receiving a certificate in sustainability, 
so I know quite a bit in this subject, and I thought it was interesting to read from people who 
used to be a part of the problem. I enjoyed reading a small article in the magazine about aunts. I 
have five aunts just on my mom’s side of the family, so I could easily connect to the author’s 
dynamic between her and her father’s sisters. So many of the articles in this week’s issue were 
simple and relatable, yet important and newsworthy, which is something that I feel has been 
somewhat missing in the past weeks. 
 
February 14, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “Trial takes turn on Trump’s words as rioters struck” by Alan Feuer, Nicole 
Hong, and Nicholas Fandos 
o “Open schools lift New York, despite bumps” by Eliza Shapiro 
o “Family’s relief and pain as aid comes and goes” by Jason DeParle 
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “The path of utmost resistance: Navalny’s rise from Putin pest to opposition icon” 
by Anton Troianovski 
 
1. The iconic Sweethearts candy has made a comeback, and this time the company who now 
owns the candy has added lines from famous love songs. 
2. During Victorian times, people would speak to people through flowers; each flower 
represented a word from the English language. This week’s issue features a word game 
inspired from the language of flowers.  
3. John Herrman reports on the development of Amazon Web services, and although not 
owned by Jeff Bezos it is still associated with his company. 
4. The pandemic has caused many employees to work from home, and the more 
comfortable setting have caused some to lower their guard when it comes to 
professionalism. Thorin Klosowski writes on the fact that bosses still have the ability to 
monitor their employees even if they work from home. 
5. The second impeachment trial of Donald Trump began this past week, and senators are 
asking questions in order to figure out Trump’s role in the riot. G.O.P senators are 
starting to show who they truly support by how they are handling the trial. 
6. As the coronavirus vaccine is slowly becoming more accessible, there has been a rise in 
false rumors about it. Kat Eschner talks about these rumors and how to sort fact from 
fiction. 
7. Abby Ellin writes about couples celebrating Valentine’s Day during the pandemic, and 
how the coronavirus may cause the day to feel less romantic for partners this year. 
8. People share small acts of non-romantic love they have felt during the pandemic. 
9. Motoko Rich reports on an earthquake that struck Japan this week, which also happened 
around this time 10 years earlier. 
 
I was excited to dig into this issue because it landed on Valentine’s day, and I thought it was 
important to emphasize that with this week’s collage. I knew there would be traditional news, 
which I of course included, but I was curious to see journalistic coverage of a holiday. I learned 
that the iconic Sweethearts candy has risen from the dead, but they also went into the history 
behind the candy. Writers also showed how this year’s traditions are impacted by the pandemic. 
It was heartwarming to hear from readers and how they have felt moments of non-romantic love. 
I think all forms of love should be celebrated on this holiday, so I liked that this issue validated 
that.  
 
February 21, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “U.S. virus deaths nearing 500,000 in just one year” by Julie Bosman 
o “Garland faces resurgent peril of extremism” by Mark Leibovich 
o “Storms exposing a nation primed for catastrophe” by Christopher Flavelle, Brad 
Plumer, and Hiroko Tabuchi  
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “Russia fears but can’t quit open internet” by Anton Troianovki 
o “Lack of birth control deepens women’s burden in Venezuela” by Julie Turkewitz 
and Isayen Herrera 
 
1. The U.S. is about to reach half a million deaths from covid-19 complications. This means 
there will be more American deaths than the amount from WWI, WII, and the Vietnam 
war combined. 
2. Texas citizens are facing a crisis due to freezing temperatures that are reaching almost the 
entire state. The cold snap has caused power failure in the state’s grid, and car accidents 
have increased because of poorly managed roads. 
3. Emma Goldberg reports on restaurant employees’ calls for reform as many have had to 
continue working during the pandemic. These workers did not receive any pay raise, and 
some have even been paid less because of the pandemic. 
4. There has been a pet ownership boom since the beginning of the pandemic due to the fact 
that stay-at-home workers are able to give more attention, but dog trainers are saying all 
of the attention is not the best for their training. By owners leaving the house less, dogs 
have a harder time learning to be alone.  
5. Allie Conti reports on how gentrification in New York has forced pigeons out of their 
nesting places, causing people to lose their regular interactions with the pigeons. 
6. An illustration by María Medem shows how getting the covid vaccine means that people 
can finally travel to the destinations they have been dreaming about since the pandemic 
started. 
7. An article in this issue’s magazine by Jenna Wortham looks into the future of how 
companies will operate, and how the pandemic has changed the hours employees have 
been working.  
8. Many companies have turned to wellness apps in order to address mental health concerns 
of their employees. The article speaks on how employers try to encourage wellness to 
boost productivity, but it does not always help with their employees’ mental health. 
9. This week’s issue contained a special magazine focused on women’s fashion, and a chart 
in this issue shows the accessories, how many times they appear in the magazine, and 
where they range on a scale of practical to whimsical. 
 
This issue showed how impactful visual pieces can be. The front page showed each life that 
has been lost due to coronavirus complications in the U.S. This is unfortunately a significant 
moment in the pandemic, and calls attention to how this could have been avoided. The fact that 
there have been more deaths than WWI, WWII, and the Vietnam war combined feels surreal. It 
is so hard to read about this because so much disinformation has been spread online, with people 
believing the virus cannot do any harm. I wanted to keep the focus on the deaths this week by 
having it take up almost the entire spread with nothing touching it. I think it is a way to 
memorialize these people while also showing the importance of accurate reporting and media 
consumption. 
 
February 28, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “A 2nd ex-aide alleges Cuomo harassed her” by Jesse McKinley 
o “U.S. slow to shield its inmates from virus” by Roni Caryn Rabin 
o “Vote fraud myth fuels G.O.P. drive to rewrite laws” by Michael Wines 
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “Stimulus plan offers chance to fix A.C.A” by Sarah Kliff and Margo Sanger-
Katz 
o “Way off Broadway, a preview of its recovery” by Damien Cave and Michael 
Paulson 
o “Sites aim for 12.000 shots a day as supply of vaccine catches up” by Abby 
Goodnough and Christopher Capozziello 
 
1. Linda Kinstler reflects on her family’s tradition of celebrating name days. Name days are 
a common celebratory day in Slavic cultures, where the person’s name marks their date 
of celebration rather than the date of their birth. 
2. This past week in Iran, the government cut 96% of the countries mobile data network in 
response to citizen unrest. 
3. Margaret Lyons writes on the rise of podcast listeners during the pandemic, and how it 
could be starting to become a more popular escape than television. 
4. As the vaccine rollout is hitting essential workers and the most vulnerable populations, 
but Roni Caryn Robin reports that the government is slow to shielding inmates from the 
virus even though they have some of the highest rates of infection. 
5. A feature story in this issue’s magazine by Kim Tingley rights on brain zapping. It is a 
type of cognitive therapy that sends small electric surges to the brain as a method to help 
patients deal with depression and trauma. 
6. Kristy Hambrick creates an illustration to show how there has been a surge of people 
buying flower bouquets as a way to send love to those they can’t see due to the pandemic. 
7. Studies have shown an exponential increase in hate crimes against Asian populations in 
the U.S. and Will Lex Ham looks further into these reports. 
8. Not everyone has been following CDC guidelines for the pandemic, and Ezra Marcus 
writes on how some people are taking the opportunity to rat out on people they do not 
like. 
9. While many people in the U.S. have had to adhere to lockdown regulations, some people 
are more privileged in their home situation than others. 
10. An article in this week’s issue looks into how Trump is spending his time after leaving 
office. 
11. Mike Ives Reports that the Maldives are encouraging social media influencers to come to 
their island in order to gain more tourist attention, even though there is still a rise in cases 
on the island. 
12. Jeneen Interlandi and Yaryna Serkez created a data map of the U.S. showing how 
accessible the coronavirus is for residents of each state. 
 
I think this issue had one of the most personally relatable pieces that I was not expecting to 
see. In the magazine, there was a short article on name days and the significance behind them. 
Name days are a tradition practiced in Slavic cultures that serves as a person’s birthday rather 
than the actual date of their birth. My paternal grandparents are immigrants from Bulgaria; 
although they did assimilate after moving here, there are still a lot of cultural things I grew up 
with. I was never able to connect with my peers growing up because their grandparents were 
either born in the U.S., or they were not Slavic. This made me feel somewhat of an odd person 
out because my family did not often participate in American holidays the same way my friends 
did. Reading this article was so wonderful because the author spoke on growing up in a Slavic 
culture. I was able to connect with so many things she spoke on, and it made this world feel a 
little less big.  
 I enjoyed the visuals that accompanied this week’s issue; I think they enhanced the 
stories told, like the “Lockdown Lottery” piece, or they helped gain a better understanding of the 
information given. I thought the data map of vaccine accessibility was helpful because I, like 
many people are itching to get the first dose. I also liked reading about covid tattle-tales, because 
I know I have had those same feelings about certain people but have never actually posted 
anything about them.  
March 7, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “Gridlock at sea as the pandemic snarls shipping” by Peter S. Goodman, 
Alexandra Stevenson, Niraj Chokshi, and Michael Cokery 
o “Biden lifts poor to help the recovery” by Jim Tankersley 
o “U.S. stockpiled Anthrax vaccine but neglected needs for a virus” by Chris 
Hamby and Sheryl Gay Stolberg  
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “In Georgia, republicans target black churches’ role in voting” by Nick Corasaniti 
and Jim Butenberg 
o “Cuomo, shaken and isolated, feels his grip on New York slip” by Katie Glueck 
 
1. An illustration to call attention to the fact that Asian people are victims of rising hate 
crimes across the U.S. 
2. A short article on the importance of wearing masks, but how to ensure you are wearing 
the right materials and wearing them the right way. 
3. Ernesto Londoño, Letícia Casado, and Adam Rasgon look into Brazil and how president 
Bolsonaro is handling the country’s outbreak. 
4. This Sunday evening, a recorded interview between Megan Markle, Prince Harry and 
Oprah will be televised. Caity Weaver and Elizabeth Paton discuss the events that led to 
this interview, and what things might be talked about. 
5. Brian Ng writes an article in this issue’s magazine about the world watching New 
Zealand; the country has been able to return to normal and seeing that from the U.S. feels 
like watching something from another world. 
6. An article discusses how working from home during the pandemic has revealed many 
things about how companies can properly accommodate their employees, and what 
should change when the pandemic is over. 
7. A feature story in the magazine by Meridith Kohut and Fernanda Santos details the 
hardship families are going through in Los Angeles, where there has been an exponential 
outbreak. 
8. Kevin Roose talks about the rise in replacing employees with automation, and how no 
one is necessarily safe from being replaced. 
9. This week, Google announced that they are no longer allowing third-party cookies on 
their internet browser; this is an attempt from the company to provide users a little bit of 
personal privacy so their data cannot be collected for profit. 
10. An illustration accompanying an article on how our internet usage is constantly 
monitored, and the ways that it is collected. 
11. Nicholas Kristof writes on the gradual implementation of public bathrooms in large 
cities, and how important they are to be available to citizens. 
12. Buying second-hand items has hit a resurgence among gen z, and Ronda Kaysen reports 
on how these teens are purchasing vintage items through social media. 
13. Drag Kings have been around just as long as drag queens, but they have not received as 
much attention. Frank Decaro dives into the world of drag to understand why the kings 
are not getting the recognition they deserve. 
14. Actor Seth Rogan shared on social media that he had taken up pottery while in 
quarantine, and a short feature in this week’s issue shows his progression in the medium. 
15. A story in the magazine by Matthieu Aikins investigates the world of art and how 
museums have kept looted art from Middle Eastern countries like Afghanistan. 
 
I think it is interesting how violence against AAPI communities is just now starting to gain 
more traction in the news. There was some coverage at the beginning of the pandemic, because 
the first outbreaks were in China, the news seemed to quickly die down as the virus began to 
spread in Europe. I wished there continued to be coverage on how the AAPI community has 
been affected throughout the pandemic because it could have possibly fostered more 
understanding among people in the U.S. 
 The feature story in the magazine was devastating. Los Angeles has been hit hard by this 
new outbreak, and after reaching half a million deaths, it was even more difficult to read this 
story. Another article in the magazine I thought was important are Middle Eastern areas and 
looted art. Three years ago, in an art history class I learned about how a large number of artifacts 
that are not from Europe are actually looted or appropriated items, and Western museums or 
auction houses do little to return these items to their proper cultures.  
 Another article I could personally relate to was the importance of public bathrooms in 
cities. I was diagnosed with a digestive disease last year, so now whenever I am out and about, I 
always try to plan on how to easily access a bathroom in public. When I was studying abroad last 
spring, I had to pay to access bathrooms when I was out in public. It was interesting to read this 
article because it is easy to forget how in a way, free public bathrooms are actually pretty 
innovative. 
   
March 14, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “Hero to pariah: imperiousness isolates Cuomo” by Shane Goldmacher 
o “Focusing on the bright side in the sunshine state” by Patricia Mazzei 
o “Nursing homes mask neglect to lift ratings” by Jessica Silver-Greenberg and 
Robert Gebeloff 
o “Stimulus signals shifting politics of poverty fight” by Jim Tankersley and Jason 
DeParle 
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “Investor craze turns sneakers and pixels to gold” by Erin Griffith 
o “France’s emboldened far right attracts voters it once horrified” by Norimitsu 
Onishi and Constant Méheut 
 
1. An illustration marking that it has been a year since the pandemic started, and how many 
people have had to stay in lockdown during this time. 
2. Edward Ubiera illustrates a happy sun to mark the beginning of day light saving time. 
3. The covid vaccine is gradually giving more people more freedoms, and many are 
counting down the days until they get their jab and when this pandemic will be over. 
4. Sarah Bahr reports a coyote that has been on the loose for months in the Bay Area has 
been caught. 
5. A story by Patricia Mazzei speaks on the measures Florida has taken to encourage 
tourists to come to the state, despite the fact that covid cases are still rising in their area. 
6. After more allegations and an investigation shows the predatory behavior of Governor 
Cuomo, those who were supporters have now left him isolated. 
7. A small illustration reminding people to move their clocks forward now that daylight 
saving time has begun. 
8. Amy Qin and Amy Chang Chien report that since the beginning of the pandemic, Taiwan 
has only had 10 deaths and less than 1,000 cases from the coronavirus. 
9. Maria Kalman shows a painting she created in quarantine in response to the New York 
Times asking artist how they have dealt with the pandemic. 
10. Katherine and Reggie Ugwu report how a series on the Reply All podcast revealed 
diversity issues within their own workplace. 
11. After a year of being separated from loved ones due to the coronavirus, Valeriya 
Safronova writes how the pandemic has redefined relationships. 
12. Mona Chalabi shows an illustration she created in quarantine in response to the New 
York Times asking artist how they have dealt with the pandemic. 
13. A quote from artist Phoebe Bridgers, who is one of the musicians featured in this week’s 
special music magazine issue. 
14. Gioria Lupi shows an illustration she created in quarantine in response to the New York 
Times asking artist how they have dealt with the pandemic. 
15. With the newest stimulus bill passed this week, Manny Fernandez and Sabrina Tavernise 
write how some towns are now able to afford projects they have not been able to do. 
 
I do not exactly know why, but I think this is my favorite spread so far. This issue largely 
focused on the fact that the U.S. has officially passed the one-year marks of being in the 
pandemic. Many of the articles are about the grief and frustration many Americans have felt 
during this period of time, especially when it comes to the government’s role and healthcare. I 
loved how the Times interviewed about 90 artists to see how they have been creating during the 
pandemic, and some of them answered solely with their artwork. I also thought it was great that 
there was a feature story on Taiwan because they are one of the few countries who have actually 
handled the virus in a proper way. It was so hard for me to digest that the country has only had 
10 deaths from the virus; when I am constantly learning of new outbreaks and deaths in the U.S., 
I have become a little desensitized to the large numbers. I really enjoyed how the magazine went 
with a special music issue this week featuring up-and-coming artists. Phoebe Bridgers was one 
of the artists interviewed, and she is a personal favorite of mine, so I was excited to see her in 
there. She made a great point in her interview that once you grow up, you notice that no one 
notices or cares about things you do that you feel insecure about. There is a great freedom in 
realizing that, and it can be helpful in boosting confidence for everyone. 
 
March 21, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “Shame of lust is cross known to Evangelicals” by Ruth Graham 
o “How a set of allies influenced Trump’s pardons” by Kenneth P. Vogel and 
Nicholas Confessore 
o “In Myanmar, strikers intend to oust Junta” by Hannah Beech 
o “Reports hammer police responses to 2020 protests” by Kim Barker, Mike Baker, 
and Ali Watkins 
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “Defying U.S., China and Russia set the tone for a cold, new era” by David E. 
Sanger 
o “A good, quick cry on TikTok can help sell a lot of books” by Elizabeth A. Harris 
 
1. A special section in this week’s issue shows photographs of New York City over the span 
of a year. 
2. Julia Carmel speaks on those who have bought plants during the pandemic, and how 
taking care of them has improved owners’ mental health. 
3. Hannah Beech reports on the protests happening in Myanmar since their military seized 
power, and how strikers are attempting to remove the leaders from office. 
4. An art piece that is being sold as a non-fungible token, which means there is no physical 
copy of the art but rather a digital version that only one party can obtain. 
5. In the next few weeks, everyone in the U.S. 16 or older will be eligible to receive the 
covid vaccine. This article tells readers what to expect when getting jabbed. 
6. This past week, 8 women of Asian descent were killed by an evangelical gunman. This 
has caused even more of a call to action to end violence against Asian and Pacific 
Islanders, and how this could bring solidarity within the AAPI community. 
7. Despite multiple reports of Amazon mistreating their employees, the company has done 
little to improve working conditions. David Streitfeld writes on how Amazon is busting 
employees’ attempts at unionizing, which would give the workers more rights to how 
they are treated by the company. 
8. Ezra Klein writes an opinion piece on the use of psychedelic mushrooms as a way to treat 
mental health, and how scientists have progressed over the years with the experimental 
drug. 
9. After analyzing police reports from 2020, Kim Barker, Mike Baker, and Ali Watkins 
report the poor responses from police when they were called to protests. 
10. A small feature in this week’s issue discusses how rich people have been using 
quarantine to spend ridiculous amounts of money on collectible items, such as this 
Mickey Mantle baseball card that sold for $5.2 million. 
11. The Olympic games are set to take place in Tokyo this summer after a one-year delay, 
but Motoko Rich and Ben Dooley report that spectators from outside of Japan will not be 
allowed to attend in person. 
12. Gracy Olmstead writes on how farmers in the early 20th century overcame the country’s 
food crisis, and how farmers today could use similar methods to create a more sustainable 
food system. 
13. Over the past few weeks, China has been passing bills that would restrict freedoms of 
Hong Kong citizens, causing protesters to lose hope in their cause. 
 
After learning about the horrific shooting in Atlanta, I was not surprised to see the story on 
the front page. What I was surprised to read though, was the headline for the story. It focused on 
the gunman and his religion instead of the victims and their families. I am not going to lie, this 
made me angry for multiple reasons. The first is how the story is reported. After thousands of 
shootings in this country, I would think that writers would finally learn to stop focusing on the 
people who commit the violence. By doing this it gives the power to the perpetrator, and plants 
the ideas in other people’s heads. It also takes away from the victims and their families, almost 
marking them as less or unimportant compared to the gunmen. This is the first time in the project 
that I have been disappointed in how a story has been written; the New York Times is one of the 
leaders in reporting, so by setting this example again, it makes it easier for other news outlets to 
do the same. 
 
March 28, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “Mistrust, lies and a variant ravage Brazil” by Ernesto Londoño and Letícia 
Casado 
o “American dream undone by the unimaginable” by Jack Healy, Stephanie Saul, 
Ali Watkins, Nicholas Bogel-Burroughs and Sara Aridi 
o “20 lives weigh on plan to shut down Guantánamo” by Carol Rosenberg 
o “Democrats seek to raise taxes on the richest” y Jim Tankersley and Emily 
Cochrane 
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “Does rising tide lift all boats? At Suez, they’ll soon find out” by Vivian Yee 
o “Manchin’s votes make or break policy in senate” by Jonathan Martin 
 
1. Taylor Lorez writes about Andrew Callaghan, who became famous on YouTube for his 
videos that look into the sometimes taboo subcultures in America. 
2.  An illustration that shows how movie theaters are reopening, and audience-goers don’t 
really mind what movie is even screening. 
3. Daniel E. Lieberman describes a book coming out soon that shows how companies are 
able to cause people to spend money on their products by taking advantage of our 
biological thinking. 
4. Due to lockdown restrictions, many states and countries that host high amounts of tourists 
have found their area almost empty. Tariro Mzezewa writes how native residents in 
Hawaii is actually grateful for the disruption, and how they hope it will cause tourists to 
travel more ethically in the state. 
5. Jack Healy, Stephanie Saul, Ali Watkins, Nicholas Bogel-Burroughs and Sara Aridi 
report of a mass shooting in Boulder, Colorado that killed multiple people this week. 
6. An illustration of vigil candles represents the seemingly endless gun violence that 
continues to happen in the U.S. 
7. A feature story by Jon Gertner in this issue’s magazine looks into the DNA sequencing of 
the coronavirus, and how scientists are finding the mutations that have caused new strains 
of the virus. 
8. Many states are still only giving vaccines to high-risk populations, but Jacob Bernstein 
reports that many people are digging into their medical histories to see if they have 
underlying health conditions that would qualify them for the vaccine. 
9. Alex Willems writes how quarantine has caused people to narrow down their social 
circle, but it could be beneficial in ending ties with those who don’t improve a person’s 
social life. 
10. “Pandemic” and “quarantine” have somewhat become buzzwords over the past year, and 
Evan Nicole Brown writes that people have been calling the pandemic by other names in 
order to cope. 
11. Vivian Yee reports that a large shipping vessel has become stuck in the Suez Canal, 
blocking the pathway for all other boats. 
12. In a special kid’s section of this week’s issue, Evan M. Cohen creates an illustration to 
show children that it is okay to feel negative emotions, because it often helps us feel 
better mentally later. 
 
I am not going to speak too long on this again because I already did last week, but I cannot 
believe that the Times focused on a violent offender again instead of the victims. There is 
slightly more attention given to the victims compared to last week, but there are heavy hints that 
point to the gunman being a victim also. I believe that if a person commits a violent crime and 
especially if it leads to deaths of innocent people, that should not receive a drop of sympathy. 
This man was not forced to do this. He could have been denied access to a gun, gone to therapy, 
or been given a better upbringing. There are so many things that could have happened that would 
have prevented this from happening. Also, there were five reporters on this story, I feel like one 
of them should have been able to recognize the importance of focusing the headline solely on the 
victims. 
Okay my rant is over. I gotta admit, the Suez Canal story completely flew under my radar 
until people started making memes about it on twitter. I did not know the ship was so huge, so 
when I first read a headline about it, I thought it would get fixed in a day no problem. After 
seeing the memes, and now this story, I am able to understand why this is such a big problem, 
and the reasons it is taking so long for this boat to be unstuck. This week also had a special kid’s 
section, and it mainly focused on mental health. I love that kids today are able to read about 
processing emotions and taking care of yourself mentally because I never had that when I was a 
kid. One of the main points made is that it is perfectly natural to feel negative emotions, and by 
doing so it makes us stronger. I think that is such an important message to teach to everyone at a 
young age, and I did not learn that myself until I was halfway through college. 
  
April 4, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “Trump steered supporters into unwitting donations” by Shane Goldmacher 
o  “Rising variants imperil return to normal life” by Apoorva Mandavilli and 
Benjamin Mueller 
o “Chauvin’s trail bares the wounds of witnesses” by John Eligon 
o “In Myanmar, soldier’s bullets claim even the most innocent” by Hannah Beech 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o  “In trip to find herself, ‘Auntie’ finds a following by Joy Dong and Vivian Wang 
o  “Seeking diversity, rezoning tests SoHo’s image” by Jazmine Hughes 
 
1. The front page of the at home section encourages readers to celebrate the blooming flora 
as spring rolls in. 
2. Caity Weaver reports on the inconsistencies between states in the U.S. in how they are 
color coding covid risk levels. 
3. After more than a year of trying to stay productive during the pandemic, many people are 
beginning to face burnout. Sara Lyall writes on how burnout has happened, and what 
people are doing to cope with it. 
4. Every 17 years a specific breed of cicadas come out during spring in the trillions. Once 
the ground temperature reaches 65 degrees, the cicadas will hatch and come up from the 
ground. This group is in the eastern region of the U.S. and are set to start hatching soon. 
5. With mandatory lockdowns, working from home, and classes over zoom, many cars have 
been used significantly less in the pandemic. Norman Mayersohn gives advice on what to 
do with the idle cars to make sure they are running without any problem. 
6. Tarot readings have become more popular thanks to social media, and Gabrielle Drolet 
gives readers step by step instructions on how to perform a personal reading. 
7. A quote from Queens pastor Reverend Patrick J. West on celebrating Easter this Sunday 
amidst the pandemic. 
8. Dozens of witnesses have spoken at Chauvin’s trial this week, and John Eligon reports 
the emotional testimonies that have been stated. 
9. As more vaccinations are being given, families are finally able to see each other in person 
again. After such a long stretch of time interaction can be a little awkward, but Elizabeth 
Preston gives advice on how to overcome the social bump. 
10. Shane Goldmacher looks into Trump’s campaign method for donations during the 
presidential election. The misleading messages and automatic renewal have caused 
millions of required refunds. 
11. Gina Bellafante writes how the pandemic has caused people to shift their priorities to 
what truly matters to them, which has helped people reach a type of enlightenment. 
12. Vaccine cards have become a valuable item to those who have gotten their dose, and the 
article helps readers learn how to properly take care of their card. 
13. Although Title IX was created to end gender inequality, this year’s NCAA tournament 
has shown how the U.S. has not closed the gender gap. Alan Blinder, Jeré Longman, and 
Gillian R. Brassil report the differences between the treatment of men’s and women’s 
collegiate basketball teams after it was found that the women’s weight room was just a 
small corner with only a few pieces of equipment.  
 
I thought this issue was another one where much of the content was a refreshing wave of new 
stories. Even though there are still stories written about Trump and the presidential election, this 
week’s story featured his strategy in receiving campaign donations. I thought it was interesting 
because he ended up having to complete one of the largest return amounts in election history. 
The author went into great depths on why this happened and how Trump almost got away with it. 
With the more “domestic” sections in this week’s issue, there was a big focus on spring, which I 
loved because it is my favorite season. The articles featured made me more appreciative of the 
season and excited to finally revel in the warm weather. In the second page of almost every issue 
with the Times, there is an illustration for a small event that has happened or will happen. This 
week’s illustration is on the Brood X cicadas, and I think the drawing is so perfect for what will 
be happening in the next few weeks. Having lived through one of these broods, it truly does 
sound like the cicadas are having a never-ending party. 
 
April 11, 2021 
• Front page headlines above the fold 
o “They saw their teacher marching to the Capitol” by Matthew Rosenberg 
o “Young migrants crowd shelters in test for Biden” by Michael D. Shear, Zolan 
Kanno-Youngs, and Eileen Sullivan 
• Front page headlines below the fold 
o “For this surge, Whitmer takes hands-off tack” by Julie Bosman and Mitch Smith 
o “DeSantis buoys status in G.O.P. as Trump heir” by Patricia Mazzei 
o “Afghan security fears mount as leader’s influence withers” by Adam Nossitter 
 
1. On the front page of the At Home section is a large illustration featuring dozens of 
animals, showing how much exciting nature is right outside our backyards if we look 
close enough 
2. Two years ago, it became legal for places in Poland to declare themselves “LGBTQ+ free 
zones” which would allow discrimination against those who identify with the LGBTQ+ 
community. Although some towns did do this, they are facing embarrassment outside of 
the country, as they are supposed to be progressive along with other European countries. 
3. A section in this week’s issue features artwork and essays from AAPI creators to 
highlight their stories, families, and traditions. 
4. An article in the magazine touches on stage performances, and how they give online 
viewers a new perspective while watching the show on their computers 
5. Marcela Valdez reports on migrants from Latin American countries, and how actions 
from the U.S. have caused the problems that have forced many to attempt to come to 
America, and why these people deserve more. 
6. The pandemic has caused huge financial losses in many sectors of the economy, and Kate 
Morgan writes on the closing of amusement parks and the odd feelings it brings. 
7. Dani Blum writes a small feature story on the dominatrix profession, and how the work is 
changing with the shift to more online content and communication 
8. A short article speaks on “cringe culture” and the best way to participate in it is by 
recognizing your own cringeworthy behaviors. 
9. Emily Badger, Josh Katz, Kevin Quealy, and Rumsey Taylor created an informal quiz to 
see if people could correctly guess the majority vote between Biden or Trump based on a 
picture in a neighborhood. 
10. First there were robot vacuums, and now there are robot lawn mowers. The article speaks 
on the usefulness of robot mowers, and how they may actually be better for the 
environment than traditional ones. 
11. At the end of this week’s book review section is a page recognizing the animal 
companions of famous authors. 
I think this was a great week to end the collages with. There seemed to be a perfect mix of 
cultural and traditional news. One story that hit close to me was the one about the Polish towns. 
Last year when I was abroad, I visited Krakow for a weekend trip. My two friends and I all 
identify as bisexual, and we learned on the way to Poland that Krakow was one of the areas 
where discrimination against us was legal. After learning that we were all nervous when we were 
in the city on how we would be perceived and if we were in any danger. This caused me to 
reflect on the LGBTQ+ community in America, and how they had to go through the same things 
up until the Stonewall riots.  
The essays from AAPI artists were beautiful and I am so glad they were given the space to 
show their work. I hope it helped readers have a deeper understanding of the cultures featured 
and give some insight into the possible prejudices we might hold. The feature story on Latin 
American migrants was also powerful writing that needed to be shared. The American 
government has created long lasting damage to many countries around the world, and reporters 






Analysis and Reflection 
Throughout these 15 weeks, I kept a mental list of the trends I wanted to analyze in the 
weekly print edition of the New York Times. The Sunday edition was chosen because it is a 
culmination of the week’s news, and I imagine has a similar reporting formula to how a daily 
nightly news reporter would share stories. There can only be so many articles fit into one issue 
that covers an entire week of news. The front-page headlines were recorded in this thesis in order 
to look back on what editors felt were the most important topics for readers to consume. I noticed 
each week featured an almost even mix of both national and international hard news. It was rare 
to see a topic that fell under something outside of hard news, such as arts and culture. Many of 
the headlines were related to politics. I believe this was done because many times decisions of 
politicians directly affect the American people, and the press is one of the few sources that have 
the ability to truthfully report what is happening with the U.S. government. Every issue also had 
a story related to the coronavirus, which is not much of a surprise since it has become so 
integrated in people’s lives around the world. Only three issues had a non-photo visual that took 
up the front page, and all three of them had to do with the coronavirus. The first instance featured 
the percentage of daily cases in the United States over the winter, the second showed the number 
of American deaths due to the coronavirus and a timeline of the deaths, and the third was a map 
of Europe detailing the spread of the deadly covid-19 variant.  
With much of news consumption online, it is more common for journalists to do 
freelance work now rather than being contracted with one newspaper. This is evident even with 
the print edition; there were names I recognized while working on the thesis, but it was rare that 
the writers appeared in every single issue. This means that there is a large group of freelance 
writers who contribute to the Times. Although freelance work is not the most secure career, I 
believe this ultimately helps diversify the articles published and show more accurate storytelling.  
I noticed that each section of the Sunday edition follows a traditional method in 
displaying visuals. The National and International sections almost always show photographs, 
while the Arts and Leisure and At Home sections are heavier on illustrative visuals. There is 
always a high variety of artistic styles in these visuals, so they have never felt too formulaic and 
stale. I noticed that the illustrative work captured my attention more often than photographs. This 
could be done on purpose, so readers focus more on headlines in the sections where there is hard 
news. The section with the most variety in visuals is the New York Times Magazine. When 
photos are included, they are often photo essays, which tell a story in their own right. The 
spreads in the magazine do seem to follow a formulaic grid system, but I believe it is done to 
ensure the visuals and text are never competing with each other. I believe there was usually a 
good balance between text and pictures, when reading an article, I did not feel drawn away from 
a story due to an accompanying visual. The artists are likely freelanced too, due to the fact that 
there is such a large variety in styles throughout each issue. 
One thing I did not expect was the special sections that are sometimes added to the 
weekly issue. The first one I came across was the kid’s section on January 31. The kid’s section 
is pretty close in writing style compared to all other sections of writing. The only difference is 
simpler writing and more visuals, but none of it is done in a “childish” or condescending way. It 
treats young readers like they are small adults, which I believe is a great way to pull in the 
youngest audiences. The kid’s section is an addition every few weeks, but the other special 
sections I came across were not repeated. Some of these sections included a long feature story on 
stay-at-home moms in the pandemic, a women’s and men’s fashion issue, and interior design 
issue, a wall street and stock section, and a special music issue in the New York Times 
Magazine. This is an interesting way to highlight stories or topics that might not get enough 
space in the regular occurring sections in the Sunday edition. Many of these special sections 
were heavy on visuals and published more long-form articles. I do not know if there is a way to 
figure out what additional sections will be added to upcoming Sunday editions, but I think it 
allows for there to be a little mystery and keep regular readers on their toes.  
The only truly upsetting thing found during this project is how events of gun violence are 
covered. Each time the stories were reported, the writing focused on the perpetrator instead of 
the victims and families. I believe this takes away the importance of the victims and the issues 
happening with gun ownership in the U.S. By focusing on the person who committed the 
violence, it gives them more power by giving them attention. After thousands of mass shootings, 
it seems as though nothing has changed in how they are reported. It is disappointing to me as 
there have been protests against gun violence that have helped to change the narrative around 
gun ownership, but writers and editors have not paid attention to that fact. 
When thinking of a subject to focus on for my thesis, I wanted to be able to use as many 
skills as possible that I have learned during my time as a journalism student. Each time that I 
have been given the option between an analytical or creative based project, I have always gone 
the creative route. I have always been interested in the process of news reporting and way some 
events have priority over others in storytelling. Because timeliness is a factor in proper 
journalism, news is often fleeting. I wanted to find a way to analyze reporting trends in a creative 
way, so I developed a project that can be shown instead of completely written about. I chose the 
New York Times because they are one of the longest running papers in the U.S. and have 
become one of the leaders in reputable journalism. I decided to purchase their Sunday edition 
because it is a culmination of everything that has happened throughout the week. I did not have a 
planned method for how I would read the sections or articles; instead, I went through it as though 
it were just a leisurely activity. I wanted to do it this way so it could mimic how regular readers 
would go through the news. I knew this would not be an objective project, because it is based on 
how I take in and interpret the articles.  
Because of the internet and social media, print newspaper is a dying medium. Before starting 
this project, I really did not think much about this fact. I believed it is just a natural factor in the 
progression of technology. Doing this thesis has helped me realize why print news is important 
to staying informed on what is happening in the world. With digital news, it is so easy to read 
exactly what you need to, and in my experience, I end up reading less stories. By going through 
each section of the print edition, I have found articles that I know I would have never found if I 
was just reading headlines on my phone. I thought I would be coming across mostly hard news in 
these issues, but I think that’s actually the smallest part. There is a great balance of hard news, 
financial reporting, media reviews, and cultural journalism. The balance helped prevent news 
fatigue that feels common when scrolling through news online. Although there is this balance, I 
did get tired of seeing certain topics each week.  
A couple of times that I hit a bump in creating these collages were when an issue seemed to 
be reporting the same things as the past weeks. It was so frustrating when this happened because 
I felt like I did not have anything to put in my spread. The two most covered topics were the 
coronavirus, Trump, and President Biden. Towards the middle point of this project, it felt like 
there was nothing new with these topics. It made me wonder: are these topics being written on 
because they are newsworthy, or is it just an easy thing to report on? 
 
Because of Trump’s presidency, there has been a rise in disinformation, but also mistrust in 
the press. It is important to question bias in reporting, so I was curious to see if that happened in 
the print issues. The only area I found that did have an obvious bias is the opinions section. I did 
not want to include many pieces from this section because the writing is not necessarily factual 
or objective, which are important components to traditional journalism.  A possible way that 
there could be bias with the New York Times is the amount of coverage they choose to publish 
on certain events or topics.  
It was always a delight to find a special section in an issue that was not in past week’s issues. 
I loved going through the kid’s section (even though it says no adults allowed!) because it was 
something I would have loved as a kid. My parents used to read the print of the Des Moines 
Register every day, and I always wanted to imitate them by reading those same articles. The only 
problem was I had no idea what was being said in those reports because the language was too 
complex for my age. If kids now are like me when I was young, I hated being talked to like I was 
a toddler. The writers do a great job of making the articles accessible to young readers, but at the 
same time they are still entertaining and informative for adults.  
I believe this project helped me realize how I consume and interpret news in all forms. Print 
journalism allows a much wider variety of journalistic writing to be published, and there is less 
selective attention that happens when reading print news. I loved that I got to analyze these 
reporting trends through creating visual journals from each issue. So many defining events 
happened during this period of work, and it was an interesting challenge on how to preserve 
these stories in an artistic way. Taking time each week to go through the articles became an 
almost meditative practice, and some articles made me feel connected to people I’ve never met.  
 
